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Ultrafast band-edge tuning of a two-dimensional silicon photonic crystal via free-carrier injection
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Ultrafast tuning of the band edge of a two-dimensional silicon/air photonic crystal is demonstrated near a
wavelength of 1.9mm. Changes in the silicon refractive index are optically induced by injecting free carriers
with 800 nm, 300 fs pulses. The rise time of the shift occurs on the time scale of the pulse width apart from
a small component associated with carrier cooling; the recovery time is related to electron-hole recombination.
The band edge is observed to shift linearly with pump beam fluence, with a shift in excess of 30 nm for a pump
beam fluence of 2 mJ cm22. A nonuniform spectral shift is attributed to finite pump beam absorption depth
effects.
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Photonic crystals are periodic dielectric materials wh
continue to generate considerable interest because of
ability to offer novel ways to control the flow of light.1–6

This new class of optical materials has led to the demons
tion of interesting physical phenomena such as no
waveguiding effects,7,8 superprism effects,9 and control over
spontaneous emission rates.10 There is clearly a great poten
tial for a new generation of passive and active optical co
ponents including new types of integrated optical circuits

Many of the unusual properties of photonic crystals
based on the existence of a partial or complete photonic b
gap, a natural consequence of the material’s underlying
riodicity. The range of physical phenomena or applicatio
of photonic crystals could be enlarged in scope if these b
gaps, or indeed, other characteristics of photonic cryst
could be tuned on very short time scales. In the past, stu
of tunable photonic crystals have focused primarily on el
tro and thermooptic band-edge tuning via infiltrated liqu
crystals.11–14 Unfortunately, the molecular reorientation pr
cesses responsible for changes in the refractive index of t
motropic liquid crystals typically occur on time scales ran
ing from milliseconds to seconds, strictly prohibiting rap
band-edge tuning.

Much faster tunability can only be achieved using ele
tronic processes. Ultrafast changes in the refractive index
occur via nonresonant processes such as the optical Ker
fect, or resonant processes in which free electrons
holes15 are created. The former effect can induce ind
changes which follow the light pulse, but requires high lig
intensities. The latter process requires substantially lo
pump intensity and can still lead to induced changes limi
by the pulse width. Relaxation should be limited by the c
rier recombination time, which can be as short as a picos
ond in suitably designed materials.16,17 Recently, Halevi and
Ramos-Mendieta18 have theoretically shown how thermal
activated carriers can tune two-dimensional photonic crys
fabricated with a narrow gap semiconductor~InSb!. Susa19

has also theoretically studied how the continuous optical
jection of free carriers can shift the band edge of a tw
dimensional photonic crystal for moderate pumping inten
0163-1829/2002/66~16!/161102~4!/$20.00 66 1611
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ties. Experimentally, free carriers generated by two-pho
absorption have been used to change the refractive index
transmission properties of a Si/SiO2 dielectric stack~1D pho-
tonic crystal!.20 However, since the induced transmissio
changes were quite small (,0.5%) and were measured on
at one wavelength, it was not possible to offer many det
about the temporal or spectral characteristics of the indu
changes. Also, Chelnikovet al.21 were able to show how free
carriers could also control defect mode absorption in a
silicon crystal with a photonic gap in the submillimeter ran
near 250 GHz. Hence, while some preliminary results h
been given, very little is known about how optical beams c
be used to alter the optical properties of high-dimensio
~2D or 3D! photonic crystals, and their band gaps, in partic
lar, in the near infrared region of the spectrum where m
applications would be expected to arise.

Here we report the demonstration of ultrafast photo
band-edge tuning in a two-dimensional photonic crystal
the near infrared.22 Optically injected free carriers are used
induce a large.30-nm band-edge shift on femtosecond tim
scales. This is done in macroporous silicon photonic cryst
fabricated using the techniques reported in Refs. 23–25.
samples have a triangular lattice of air pores in silicon, w
a pitch of 500 nm and a pore radius of 206 nm. The po
extend 100mm in depth and the sample is cleaved perpe
dicular to the so-calledG-M direction, as shown in Fig. 1
For this direction, a stop gap occurs from 1.9 to 2.3mm; this
gap is the focus of this report.

The injection of electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor
known to alter both the refractive index and absorption
efficient via a Drude contribution to the dielectric function.15

In the absence of significant absorption, the dielectric fu
tion can be described bye(v)5eb2vp

2/v2, where vp

5(Ne2/e0m* )1/2 is the plasma frequency,N is the density of
electron-hole pairs,eb is the dielectric constant of quiesce
silicon, m* is the reduced effective mass andv is the probe
frequency. For our experiments, in which probe light with
wavelength near 1.9mm is used and carrier densities are le
than 231019 cm23, the imaginary terms in the dielectri
function arising from free-carrier absorption an
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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intervalence-band absorption are very small.26

To illustrate the effect of free carriers on the properties
our photonic crystal, we calculated the dependence of
photonic band structure on the plasma frequency. The Dr
form of the dielectric function allows a plane-wave expa
sion of Maxwell’s equations to be cast in the form of a sta
dard eigenvalue equation.29 We performed calculations fo
our structure with plasma frequencies in the range
,vpa/2pc,1 and found that 400 plane waves provid
sufficient convergence.

The photonic band structure for theE- and H-polarized
bands~electric-field polarized parallel and perpendicular
pore axis, respectively! and the dependence of the band-ed
frequencies on the plasma frequency is shown in Fig. 2.
band-edge frequencies are blue shifted with increas
plasma frequency. The magnitude of the band-edge shift
pends on both the mode frequency and the concentratio
the mode energy in the silicon. The two-dimensional pho
nic band gap near 1.4mm ~indicated by the dashed line i
Fig. 2! closes completely for plasma frequencies greater t
vp50.5732pc/a ~corresponding toN52.331020 cm23

for our material!.

FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscope image of tw
dimensional photonic crystal with lattice pitch of 500 nm. T
sample has a height of 100mm and a radius to pitch ratio ofr /a
50.411. Inset, first Brillouin zone of triangular lattice.

FIG. 2. Band structure of two-dimensional photonic crystal a
dependence of band-edge frequencies on the plasma frequencvp ,
assuming a lossless dielectric function. The radius to pitch rati
0.411 and the wavelength scale is calculated assuming a pitc
500 nm. The plasma frequency is given in units of 2pc/a. Also
shown are the complete two-dimensional band gap~narrow rect-
angle! and the stop band investigated in the experiment~wide rect-
angle!.
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To observe the effects of carriers on the photonic ba
structure, we performed ultrafast pump and probe exp
ments using an optical parametric amplifier system pum
by a 800 nm, Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier with a pu
repetition rate of 250 kHz. The system was configured
produce collinearly propagatingE-polarized probe pulses
near 1.9mm ~resonant with the high-frequency side of th
first band gap! andH-polarized pump pulses at 800 nm, ea
with a width of approximately 300 fs. The probe was focus
to a spot size of 30mm, within the 90-mm spot size of the
pump beam. The reflectivity spectrum was measured wit
monochromator and a pyroelectric detector. A variable de
in the pump path allowed for the probe reflectivity to b
measured as a function of time delay.

The probe reflection spectrum and its dependence on
pump pulse fluence is shown in Fig. 3~measured with the
probe delayed 13.5 ps from the pump, well beyond init
reflectivity transients!. The unpumped sample reflectivity ha
a maximum value of 0.97 in the band gap, indicating hi
surface quality. The spectra are clearly blue shifted with
creasing pump fluence, consistent with the Drude model
cussed above. A maximum shift of 3161 nm is observed for
a pump fluence of 2.160.4 mJ cm22. This shift spans nearly
10% of the unpumped crystal stop band. The steepness o
band-edge facilitates the observation of large differential
flectivities, in excess of 250% for the maximum pump fl
ence, although this steepness changes with fluence bec
of spatial inhomogeneity in the plasma with depth~see be-
low!. The reflectivity within the stop gap remains above 0.
at the maximum pump fluence, indicating that absorption
a negligible effect on reflectivity.

The temporal evolution of the band-edge shift was o
served by measuring the reflectivity of the photonic crys
while varying the delay between the pump and the pro
pulses. The observed dependence is shown in Fig. 4, w
the differential reflectivity is plotted as function of the prob
delay for a pump pulse fluence of 1.3 mJ cm22 at a probe
wavelength ofl51900 nm. The differential reflectivity in-
creases with a rise time of approximately 400 fs, consist
with pump and probe pulse widths. There is also a resid
rise of the reflectivity which occurs on a time scale of 2

-

d

is
of

FIG. 3. E-polarized reflectivity of photonic crystal inG-M di-
rection in vicinity of high-frequency fundamental band edge, and
dependence on pump fluence.
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ps; this is attributed to carrier cooling effects. As the carri
cool, their effective mass decreases, raising the Drude c
tribution to the dielectric constant and hence the reflectiv
The subsequent plateau was observed to be constant ove
70-ps delay range of the experiment. The constant platea
consistent with the.1 ns expected carrier recombinatio
lifetime of bulk silicon, governed by Auge
recombination30,31 and surface recombination. The recomb
nation lifetime can be reduced to approximately a picos
ond via the introduction of radiation-induced defects or oth
nonradiative traps~e.g., as was done with other materia
using ion implantation of oxygen in silicon on sapphire16 and
low-temperature grown17 GaAs!.

The observed dependence of the band-edge shift on
pump fluence fits very well with the linear behavior pr
dicted by the plane-wave model. By fitting the maximu
observed shift with the calculated shift, we obtained a re
tionship between the measured pump fluence and the ex
carrier density. The inferred density fell in the range (0
,N,1.9)31019 cm23 for the pump fluences used in th
experiment. Using the fitted relationship between the den
and the pump fluence, the effective pump absorption de
can be calculated via the relationN5F(12R)/(Epl ), where
F is the pump fluence,R is the pump reflectivity~measured
to be 0.56!, Ep is the pump photon energy, andl is the
effective pump absorption depth. This relation givesl 52.0
60.4 mm, which is five times smaller than that of bul
silicon.33 The shallower absorption depth is attributed to
lower group velocity of the photonic band at 800 nm co
pared to that of bulk Si. The pump energy is therefore
sorbed within approximately three crystal rows~one crystal
row in the G-M direction has a length ofA3a5866 nm),
leading to a carrier density that is spatially inhomogeneo

FIG. 4. Dependence of differential reflectivity (DR/R) on probe
delay forl51900 nm and a pump fluence of 1.3 mJ cm22 ~solid!.
Also plotted is pump and probe cross correlation~dashed, arbitrary
units!.
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We note that this depth could be extended by pumping w
a wavelength closer to the electronic band edge of silic
where the pump absorption depth is much larger.

The spatially inhomogeneous plasma, and the resul
depth dependence of the photonic band edge, account
important features of the reflectivity spectrum. When t
crystal is not pumped, light with a wavelength below a
proximately 1880 nm~significantly below the band edge i
Fig. 3! is partially reflected via the impedance mismatch
the crystal surface. Although most of the light couples to
propagating mode and probes the entire crystal, the refle
light only probes the surface layer of the crystal. Howev
when the wavelength is inside the stop bandl
*1940 nm), all of the light is reflected due to the cohere
superposition of an infinite number of backscattered wa
from deep within the crystal. Therefore, as the wavelen
increases toward the band edge, the reflection mecha
changes from impedance mismatch to Bragg scattering,
the reflectedlight probes deeper regions of the crystal.

The consequence for our inhomogeneously pumped c
tal is that the short-wavelength reflectivity probes the hig
pumped surface region, resulting in a large spectral s
However, as the wavelength increases and crosses the
shifted band edge of the pumped crystal, the reflected l
penetrates deeper into the crystal. In fact, some of the de
penetrating waves couple to the propagating modes of
weakly pumped part of the crystal, resulting in a lower
flectivity and a smaller shift. This effect is clearly seen
Fig. 3, where the shift is large for short wavelengths b
decreases as the wavelength increases toward the band
This observation validates measuring the blue shift near
bottom of the peak, where the efficiently pumped surfa
layers are being probed. The qualitative explanation gi
above was theoretically verified using a one-dimensio
transfer-matrix model of the inhomogeneously pumped p
tonic crystal. The results, to be presented elsewhere,
rectly reproduce the observed spectral shape for an abs
tion depth of three layers, confirming our model.

In summary, we have demonstrated ultrafast all-opti
tuning of the band gap of a silicon photonic crystal usi
free-carrier injection. Our results indicate that optical fre
carrier injection offers a practical means of controlling t
band edges and photon densities of states on ultrafast
scales. The use of free carriers to control the propertie
photonic crystals clearly presents many exciting opportu
ties for ultrafast all-optical switching in the near future.
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